Shared Leadership and Professional Learning Communities
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Machiavelli to the Prince (1 513)
''It might be remembered that there is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct
or more uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in the introduction ofa new order ofthings."
Educational governance today relies on the late 19th
century factory model and its reliance on centralization,
standardization, hierarchical top-down management, a
rigid sense of time and accountability based on adherence
to the system. (DuFour and Eaker, 1998) We continue to
perpetuate a predictable, orderly, bureaucratic model that
educated the masses, just as we mass produced commodities during the industrial revolution. We are an "educational
dinosaur, slow to move and unable to adapt to living in a
world of rapid-fire change." (Wald and Castleberry, 2000)
As I reflect on the high school I attended in the 60s, it
was structurally no different than the one I teach in today,
and doubtless no different than those that came before
and have come after it: odes to departmental structure,
organized around a "faculty and subject matter hierarchy
model to suit the convenience of adults, not the learning
need of students." (Cooperman, 2003) Today's students are
disenchanted with the business-as-usual fare of "disconnected curriculum lacking coherence. They seek relevancy
and interconnected ideas." (Cooperman, 2003)
The winds of reform do continue to blow. In 1996,
Breaking Ranks asserted that the "high school of the 21st
century must be much more student centered and above all
much more personalized in programs, support services and
intellectual rigor." (Rourke, 2004, p. 1) How can an institution modeled after a 19th century factory meet the needs of
21st century students? It cannot! A high school for the 21st
century needs to be a "learning community that reflects a
culture born of respect and trust, where the spirit of teaching and learning is driven by (sic) inquiry, reflection and
passion." (Rourke, 2004, p. 3)
In the process of change, then, where do we go first?
School culture? Instruction? Structure and governance?
All these areas are interconnected, and change is needed in
all three. Yet, I agree with Breaking Ranks II, that "culture
change must occur before change truly becomes effective."
(Rourke, 2004, p. 5) In its "Seven Cornerstone Strategies to
Improve Student Performance," Breaking Ranks II cites as
cornerstone six:
Institute structural leadership changes that allow
for meaningful involvement in decision making by
students, teachers, family members and the community
and that support effective communication with these
groups. (Rourke, 2004, p. 6)
In other words, schools need to work toward the establishment of "professional learning communities."
The establishment of professional learning communities is a "powerful approach and a potent strategy for school
change and improvement." (Hord, 1997) Crosby (1999)

states what is obvious to most teachers- that teaching has
become an isolated profession; that collaboration ends at the
classroom door. As teachers retire, their skills die in the classroom and a vacuum is created. With no opportunity to share
wisdom and experience with others, their contributions leave
with them. The decision-making processes at play in school
today contribute to this vacuum by perpetuating this isolating, hierarchical model of the 19th century factories . These
decision-making processes contribute to failure.
DuFour and Eaker propose that model schools that
function as professional learning communities are characterized by "shared mission, vision, values, collective inquiry,
collaborative teams oriented toward action, a willingness
to experiment, a commitment to continuous improvement, a focus on results." (DuFour and Eaker, 1998) These
schools are where "students develop and learn in environments where adults do the same." (Lambert, p. 54) They
model for students "lifelong learning and the production of
useful knowledge." (Collins, 2000) They create a culture of
collaboration and put together systemic processes in which
teachers work together in an ongoing cycle of questions
that promote deep team learning. (DuFour, 2004)
The basic structure of a professional learning com munity is a group of collaborative teams that share a
common purpose. It is known that "people who engage in
collaborative teamwork are able to learn from one another,
thus creating momentum to find continued improvement."
(DuFour, 2004) These teams are staff driven. They focus on
student learning. They are action oriented and are unwilling
to tolerate inaction or isolation. They end teacher isolation by valuing the contributions of all team members.
They encourage "enculturation" (Lambert, 2003, p. 38); the
establishment of a school-wide culture where professional
learning communities are the norm, where collaboration
is the method, where student achievement is the result.
Meier (1998) cited as features of exemplary schools this
same idea of self-governance-one that allows for a range
of voices often missing in traditional schools. She insists
"that those directly involved have sufficient autonomy over
critical decisions so that they create democratic adult communities that have power to make decisions about staffing,
leadership (sic) as well as about the particulars of scheduling, curriculum, pedagogy and assessment." (Meier, 1998)
What attitudes of systems put up barriers to this
governance change? Most traditional schools are built on
a culture of hierarchical authority. The principal, being
the titular head of the institution, has the job to change
or mandate change. We know that mandated change is
fleeting and not deep. As do most people, teachers desire a
feeling of harmony and safety. Risk and change are absent
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from their mindset. Schools are steeped in tradition, bound
by traditionally accepted periods of time. Veteran teachers have "seen it all" in terms of reform and will "wait this
reform out" without acceptance of investment. It is easier to
engage in the "blame game," by blaming someone else for
one's ills, than to take responsibility for problems and the
crafting of solutions for those problems.
And there is the growing issue of trust. ''A growing
body of case studies and clinical narratives directs (sic)
attention to the engaging but elusive idea of social trust as
essential for meaningful school improvement." (Bryk and
Schneider, 2003) Their research shows that this trust was a
"powerful discriminator between improving and nonimproving schools." (Bryk and Schneider, 2003) Their
research reported that a school with a "low score on relational trust at the end of our study had only a one-in-seven
chance of demonstrating improved academic productivity.
In contrast, half of the schools that scored high on relational trust were in the improved group. On average, these
improving schools recorded increases in student learning of
eight percent in reading and 20 percent in mathematics in
a five-year period." (Bryk and Schneider, 20)
When school professionals trust one another and sense
support, they feel safe to experiment with new practices.
Respectful exchanges marked by genuine listening can
occur. People can disagree, but individuals can still feel
respected. People become "willing to extend themselves
beyond the formal requirement of a job definition or a
union contract." (Bryk and Schneider, 2003) It follows that
collective decision-making with broad teacher buy-in, a
crucial ingredient for reform, occurs more readily in schools
with strong trust. In contrast, "the absence of trust provokes
sustained controversy around relatively simple problems."
(Bryk and Schneider, 2003)
Schools lacking the collaborative model encouraged by
DuFour (2004) and the relational trust described by Bryk
and Schneider (2003), have their own learning disabilities:
• Job/role definition is narrow
• Organizational structure is compartmentalized
• Blame is assigned and shifted based on the
"cause of the day"
• Fires are fought but change is not systemic
They are often characterized by structures sure to
impede change:
• Tracking of students
• Department head structures
• Traditional grading policies
• School schedules of short learning periods
• Teachers working in isolation (NASSP, 2004)

It is important that the benefits of working as a professional learning community are not understated. Staff is the
main driver in this organizational model. Labor is divided
among teams, increasing the quality and the quantity

of shared ideas and potential solutions. Sharing of best
practices around all facets of teaching is encouraged. All
voices are heard, all talents are exploited and all options are
respected. Isolation is no longer the norm. The community
concept makes a statement about shared responsibility and
everyone's commitment to learning. (Collins, 2000) Data
does show that student achievement is positively impacted
when this governance model is in place. Marzano asserts
that studies have found a "statistically significant relationship between a school climate and student achievement."
(Marzano, 2003, p. 61) He echoes assertions in Breaking
Ranks II, that teachers "must be represented in governance structures that establish direction and policy for the
school." (Marzano, 2003, p. 65)
The leadership team at my workplace has been allotting a lot of discussion time to the concept of shared
leadership and building a professional learning community. In defining leadership capacity in schools, Lambert
speaks of"broad-based, skillful participation in the work
ofleadership." (Lambert, 2003, p. 4) She presents a matrix
outlining characteristics ofleadership capacity as it relates
to critical aspects of school improvement. Four quadrants,
representing four sets of criteria, can be used to assess a
school's leadership capacity. Whereas a Qyadrant four
school exhibits a high degree of skill and participation,
includes shared vision, broad involvement and collective
responsibility, reflective practice, innovation and steadily
improving student achievement; a Qyadrant one school
works on limited shared vision, rigidly defined roles, blame,
little innovation, and poor student achievement. Through
honest self-examination, we have come to realize that we
face all of the above-mentioned barriers to change. In
effect, we are what Lambert describes as a "Qyadrant one
school," where barriers dominate, allowing educators to
blame external forces and avoid responsibility." (Lambert,
2003, pp. 5 & 8) We also know that collecting data is es sential in identifying needs and proving our point to our
full faculty as we work toward consensus around change.
Having not made ''Adequate Yearly Progress" (as defined
by No Child Left Behind) for two consecutive years, our
site and our district are "in need of improvement."We have
the third highest dropout rate in our state. Our SAT/ACT
scores for the past five years are 25 to 30 points below the
national and state averages. The percentage of our graduates
attending four-year colleges and universities averages below
70 percent for the past five years; graduate enrollment in
two-year colleges has soared. Economic conditions aside,
the reality is that our students do not have the SATI ACT
scores that enable them to become easily admitted to fouryear colleges and universities. And what about the other
students who are not going on to post high school education? How have we prepared them to transition into the
world of work?
Our leadership team (traditional CORE department
heads, the vocational center director, our building's special education department chair and our summer school
director) has come to the realization that change is needed
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Appendixl
Cross-curricular Committees (Initial Organization, June 2005)
First Round Facilitators: Current department chairs (English, math, science, social studies, special education,
vocational education) and summer school director
GROUP A
CORE academics
World Languages
Media Resources

GROUPB
Fine Arts
Alt. Ed
Pre-Vocational

• It is anticipated that the role of"facilitator" may
change on a yearly basis OR that groups may choose
to elect their facilitator should the leadership team
member not wish to serve in the capacity
• Teams will be composed of seven members
• Teams will be made up of three members from
group A, one member each from groups B, C, D
plus a facilitator "Curriculum Council" - six to eight
meetings will be scheduled throughout the year - full
participation is expected
• Principal's Advisory Team will still exist

GROUPC
Electives
Vocational Ag
Special Education

GROUPD
Guidance
Nursing Services
Crisis Counselor

• Community voice/communication, school to work,
service learning
• Best practices in instruction
• Best practices in assessment, grade reporting
• Personalization of instruction, advisory
Action items may include, but will not be limited to:
• Rubric development
• Program of studies (parts thereof, modification/
additions/ deletions)
• Student/faculty handbook

Committee-specific items may focus on:
• "Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports"
(or like structure), behavior, discipline

• Specific climate-related items
• District Education Improvement Plan goals

• Attendance, participation rubrics

• New England Association of Schools and Colleges
chores - decennial evaluation focus

• Interdisciplinary/curricular issues; embedded credits;
best practices around curriculum

• In-house "hot items"
• Items of groups' choosing

at our site. Breaking Ranks II tells us that we first need to
cultivate "collaborative leadership to ensure that the school
is fertile for change." (Rourke, 2004, p. 20) We know that
enabling everyone to shape and take ownership of our
shared vision is essential to its success. Creating conditions
to promote and enable this change has been a challengeand we are not there yet. As Breaking Ranks II states in its
assumptions about change:
• Assume that conflict and disagreement are
fundamental elements of successful change.
• Assume that change takes time. It is a work in progress.
• Do not expect all people to change. Progress
occurs when we take steps that increase the
number of people affected. (Rourke, 2004, p. 20)
Using the processes cited in Breaking Ranks II as a
guide, we have established an "action planning team, used
data to identify opportunities for improvement, assessed
conditions for change, developed an action plan." (Rourke,
2004, p. 22) An outside facilitator was employed to help
us identify a collective identification of vision and mission.
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator was administered to all

willing faculty (95 percent participation) for self-exploration as well as for exploration of the dynamics of the group.
Results were broadly discussed regarding how we could
use this information as we work together in collaborative
groups. Data is continually examined by administration, yet
not universally shared with staff. For example, the results of
my research regarding SAT/ACT results and college enrollment/acceptance rates were shocking to many members
of our professional staff. We have begun Lambert's process
of "enculturation."
Most importantly, we have proposed the imminent dissolution of the traditional department head-bound structure
at our site. (Appendix 1) In proposing a means of governance through cross-curricular teams, we have taken a huge
step toward the establishment of an educational community
where everyone's voice is heard. I would be lying ifl reported that this presentation was met with universal acclaim.
Remember the "barriers to change?" In fact, the proposal was
such a radical idea to our tradition-steeped environment that
it met with deafening silence. Discussion, slow to begin, did
indeed begin within a week of this initial proposal.
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The leadership team continues to meet. As of this
writing, it has been nine months since we began this
journey into the unknown in terms of shared governance.
Ideas that simmered in the minds of the leadership team
members during the summer of 2005 took shape as we
transitioned into a new governance structure in the fall
of 2005. Committees were formed around discipline,
attendance, curriculum, instruction, assessment, communication and personalization; leadership team members
responded with enthusiasm as facilitators for their
committee choice; a system was devised for faculty selfselection regarding committee participation where each
participating faculty member was assured of being on one
of his/her three committees of choice; committees were
formed in the first two days of school and have met at
least five times since then.
From the outset, we anticipated that proposals initiated by individual teams would come to the leadership
team for discussion and approval. Team facilitators would
disseminate information and faculty meeting time would
be taken for minor discussion and consent. The first team
initiative, one regarding personalization, has recently come
before the leadership team for approval. After discussion, the proposal was sent back to committee for minor
adjustments before approval of the leadership team. We
now anticipate four proposals to come before next month's
leadership team meeting-the second reading of the personalization proposal and new proposals from the teams on
assessment (a re-written philosophy on final exams based
on data), instruction (staff development and a critical book
group, both on the topic of"differentiated instruction") and
attendance (modification of the attendance processes currently in use).
Work has been slow-some would say tedious. Some
committees have found their way easily, while others have
had a harder time finding their focus. Have our efforts positively impacted student achievement? It is too early in the
process to determine. However, we are not deterred by Machiavelli's warning of the difficult, uncertain, perilous journey
ahead-we remain committed to involving everyone, to the
extent possible, in governance at our site. We know we need
to start as a faculty. We anticipate that the synergy created by
these teams will regenerate energy rather than drain it. Wald
and Castleberry propose that "when adults come to take
their learning seriously, value and promote it, students take
note." (2000) It is our feeling that as we continue to examine
data around student and school performance, our collective
efforts in beginning this whole school transformation will
positively impact student achievement.
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